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Euro Heli Series in Switzerland 

F3C World Cup 2024 
 
 Intro: 
 
The Elimodellisti San Vittore is happy to announce it will be hosting a World Cup event as part of 
the Euro Heli Series. This event will be FAI registered and supported by the Swiss Federation of 
Aeromodellism. This will take place over the weekend of 06/07 July 2024. 
  
We invite all F3C pilots to join the Swiss F3C Euro Heli Series 2024 in San Vittore 
 

How to find San Vittore: 
The field is situated near the A 13 , Bellinzona –San Bernardino, and its address is:  
 
San Vittore, GR, Switzerland 
 
N      =    46.23390° =     46° 14.033’   =     46° 14’ 02’’ 
O/E  =  009.09524° =  009° 05.714’    =  009° 05’ 43’’ 

 

 
 

                             



Local Website:  http://www.gesv.ch 
 
Practice Field:  Not available 
 
Field Elevation:  Approximately 912 feet above sea level 
 
Weather in San Vittore: https://app.weathercloud.net/map#3791875942 
 
Number of flights:  

 
All pilots perform 3” P” flights with the top 10 pilots performing 2 “F” flights. 
Subject to time and number of entrants, there may be the opportunity to fly an additional round 
of the P Schedule or for all pilots to fly the F schedule should they wish. This will be decided at the 
pilot’s briefing and once we have an accurate weather forecast for the weekend and know the 
number of participants. 
 
Flight Order:  Randomly selected by the computer prior to the start of the competition.  
 
Calibration Flights: 
 
Calibration flight for P Schedule will be selected at random and announced at the pilots briefing.  
Calibration flight for F Schedule will be performed by pilot ranked 11th in the preliminary rounds.  
If due to lower number of entrants there is time for all pilots to fly the F schedule, the calibration 
flight will be selected at random. 
  

Schedule 
 

Friday 05th July  13:00-18:30 Free practice  
 
Saturday 06th July   07:50-08:00 Pilots Briefing  

08:10-08:25 P schedule calibration flight  
08:30-12:00 1st Round of schedule P  
13:00-19:30 2nd, 3rd Rounds of P Schedule  
 

Sunday 07th July    09:00-09:15 F schedule calibration flight  
09:20-12:30 1st, 2nd rounds of F Schedule.  
 

Competitors:  
 

This is a FAI registered F3C World Cup Open Competition, all current FAI F3C pilots are invited to 
register.  
 
Competition Rules: 
  
In accordance with the FAI Sporting Code (including ranking), Section 4, 2024 Edition as well as all 
applicable amendments.  
 
 

http://www.gesv.ch/
https://app.weathercloud.net/map#3791875942


Protests:  
 

All protests must be presented in writing to the Contest Director at the competition site and must 
be accompanied by a deposit of 50€. The deposit will only be returned if the protest is upheld.  
 
Awards: A Euro Heli Series Diploma will be awarded to all competitors.  

   .      
Official Languages: Official languages will be English  
 
Entry Fee:   €90 Seniors / €45 Juniors   
 
 
Payment:  

 
Bank transfer info will be provided upon registration in a personal e-mail, an acknowledgement of 
your registration will then be sent to you confirming your place reserved.  

 
Bank transfer to:        Gruppo Elimodellisti San Vittore, CH-6534 S. Vittore 

IBAN CH47 0900 0000 6506 1098 9 
BIC: POFICHBEXXX 

 
PAYPAL :   paypal.me/mduzzi60 

 
 
Pilot’s Registration 

 
The maximum number of pilots will be 22 to ensure there is enough time to complete the rounds.   
Registration can be completed online at F3Scoring and a deposit of 40 Euros must be paid to 
secure your place. If a deposit has not been received by 31 January 2024, the organisers withhold 
the right to offer your place to the next pilot on the list. 

The remainder of the registration fee must be paid in full by 1 April 2024, unless agreed earlier 
with the organiser. 

 
If you have to cancel, the organiser will strive to return part or all of your registration fee 
depending on the following:- 

 
1. Your place can be filled by another pilot on the reserve list. 
2. The organiser has enough registered pilots to cover all of the costs for running the event. 
 

The EHS is run as a non-profit series of competitions and all money raised will be used to run the 
event. It is important to acknowledge that some events will cost more to run than others due to 
the location, judge availability and facilities at the venue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Frequency: 2.4GHz only 
 
Contest Director: Markus Aebli (CHE) 
 
Judges:  
 
 1) Duzzi Manrico (CHE) 

2) Sbabo Andrea (ITA)  

3) Lacome Roger (FRA) 

4) Egger Johann   (AUT) 

5) Emmenegger Sepp (CHE) 

Reserve: 

1) Imhof Walter (CHE) 

 

Jury:  

1) Daniele Duzzi  

2) Gabriele Scalmazzi 

3) Roth Thomas  
Reserve: 
 1) Christoffel Erwin 
  
 
 
Analysis:  Thomas Roth  

 
 
Organiser:  Manrico Duzzi  (m.duzzi@gmx.ch) 

 
 

Meals:  
 
Food will be available to purchase at the field on Saturday and Sunday lunchtimes for all pilots, 
judges and their families. Please advise total number to be catered for on your application form. 
Drinks will also be available at the field for a small fee. On Saturday evening, dinner will be 
offered  at the field (drinks not included).  
 

 
Hotels: 
  
There is a wide range of accommodation available and I would suggest looking at 
www.booking.com for some local B&B's and hotels. I would also suggest looking at the 
https://www.hotelliberty.ch which is very close to the site, it is reasonably priced and 
comfortable.                 
 

mailto:m.duzzi@gmx.ch)
https://www.hotelliberty.ch/

